This list is prepared once a year for the benefit of College Librarians and those purchasing course books. As such it aims to list the most recently available editions of current course books. However, in many cases, older editions are equally useful and this list should be used in conjunction with those in the syllabus booklets, which give more information on the suitability of titles for each course.

Key to the present list:

IA  On Part IA reading lists
IB  On Part IB reading lists
II  On Part II reading lists

*** Most recommended
**  Recommended
*   Further reading

The syllabus booklets can be found via links from http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/teaching/

The Computer Laboratory Library aims to keep at least one copy of each of the course texts in “The Booklocker” (see http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/library/).

Nicholas Cutler (Librarian)
ncc25@cam.ac.uk
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